DIGITAL PLANNING AND CONTROL MAKES URBAN
AREAS MORE PLEASANT, EFFICIENT, SAFE & SECURE!

Smart Cities and the contribution of InControl Simulation Software
Cities and Metropolitan Areas: development and goals
Today about 50% of the world’s population lives in urban areas. By
2050 this number is expected to grow to 68% (source*: UN). Urban
environments are exciting places to live, work and unwind. Cities and
Metropolitan Areas are changing fast and continuously. Multimodal
transportation hubs are key and cities are changing towards green
areas where bicycles and shared mobility modes will take over the
dominant position of cars. Metropolitan and City Authorities e.g.
policy makers, administrators, practitioners, researchers, and
representatives of government, industry, and academic institutions
are emphasizing their responsibilities to create and maintain an
inspiring, efficient, safe and secured environment for their workers,
visitors and inhabitants.

Changes and data are driving integral Pedestrian and Traffic
models
Processes are more and more data driven; it is all about gathering,
processing, analyzing and presenting relevant data and information
for decision makers. With relevant information available, City and
Metropolitan Authorities can map, test, monitor and evaluate current
and future situations. Predictive analytics through evaluating
scenarios can improve the management and direct actions
accordingly in several (emergency) situations. To meet the goals of
the stakeholders involved in city management, development and
control, to keep up with the pace of rapid change and act
adequately. There is a year-over- year increasing demand
for reliable models that can be incorporated in an integrated
multi-modal approach. Such a model allows Authorities to manage
capacity and (temporary) limitations impacting its supply chains,
pedestrians, cars/trucks, bicycles and other (public) transportation
modalities.

Digital twin, simulation software and predictive analytics
To provide Metropolitan and City Authorities with an integral model,
a so-called digital twin, including a visualization software platform is
key to process data related to pedestrians, bikes and vehicular
(public) traffic flows.
Current multi-model models must be enriched by data from
several sources, simulated, processed, analyzed, and presented. Possible congested areas or other (potential) issues related to public
safety and security can be foreseen in an early stage enabling the
authorities to act adequately. Not only can simulation be part of the
design phase of an urban infrastructure, but simulation plays a major
role in life/real-time control and planning operations as well.
InControl simulation platform Enterprise Dynamics®, including
Pedestrian Dynamics®, is part of a digital twin where data from
several sources can be gathered, enriched and processed. The data
can be collected by sensors, cameras and smart poles provided by
both public and private partners. Data is gathered from
multiple sources from mobile devices, car systems and even weather stations, air quality and noise level. Analyzing data related to noise,
quarrels and gunshot detectors can be relevant for resolution and
prevention. In that case, it is possible to trigger an alarm at the nearest police station.
Simulation enables predictive analytics for coming hours, days, and
months. Simulation provides relevant information to get a better
understanding of the pedestrian and traffic flows in congested
areas during regular and irregular days. E.g. road construction
activities, sports and other events are causing a bottleneck or traffic
jams.

Outputs of simulations are graphs, so called heat maps and models
including distinct scenario’s, which gives insights in efficiency,
deconfliction, safety and security of traffic and pedestrians. Heat
maps can provide information about the level of service in the
environment, where not only safety of pedestrians can be analyzed
but also comfort. Our solution provides insights and concrete input
to determine if KPI’s (Key Performance Indacators) are met and for
EVAC-plans of buildings and urban areas.

Privacy, current and near future applications
The data is only gathered for pedestrian and traffic management
purposes. Privacy is secured by anonymizing data, single purpose
usage and temporary storage. Currently the solution is presented
and implemented in several cities and metropolitan areas. The
simulation platform of InControl can provide analysis on shared
spaces where interactions between pedestrians, cyclists and drivers
exist, Or for large-scale events / large transport hubs as globalization
leads to an ever-growing number of visitors in pedestrian

Technical overview
The InControl simulation Modelling Platform is simulating real time
and historic enriched data adding algorithms delivering predictive
and statistic reliable data from analyzing and comparing distinct
scenarios and providing the means for better informed decisions to
be taken. Among the simulation outputs are the predicted maximum
capacity of travelers and rolling stock needed, but also staff needed.
The deliverables containing travel times, average speeds, locations
and densities by bottlenecks and time spent by pedestrians in
distinct areas.
Besides CAD and BIM models, city maps (CityGML), information of
trees (impacting temperature), data of citizens, workers and visitors
can be gathered by sensors, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi technology which
are not only inside smart phone but also, in-car audio and
communication systems.
When a device or system with a unique ID (MAC-address) passes
near sensors, signals can be noticed, encrypted and combined with
a timeslot: time-stamped. Several sensors can count incoming and
outgoing devices and systems in a pre-defined area. Data can be
generated by camera’s and sensors but also on a semi-permanent
way by locations of mobile data or even by drones. The enriched
data of several sources are delivered in several applications of which
web-based. All data sources can be uploaded. Enterprise Dynamics®
can be relatively easy integrated with other traffic management
systems. The multi-language solution provides relevant visuals,
graphics and dashboards. Several presentation formats are
available.
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Summary
A digital twin will bring you insights, allow quantifiable comparison
of scenarios and thus facilitate the optimization of all flows in a city.
InControl is contributing to the goals of City and Metropolitan
Authorities, all around the world, to provide a pleasant, safe and
secure habitat for its citizens, workers and visitors.
With InControl software you can predict and control all kind of
scenarios … or as we say:
it enables you to Experience the Future before it happens!
Interested in what we can do for you? Visit our website.
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